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So you’re a Christian young adult.
You’ve entered the working world. 
Congratulations! You are now a valuable par t 

of the economy!
So… How do you feel? 
Has it lived up to your expectations? 
Or do you find that within a few months or 

a few years, the very thing that you’ve always 
wanted to do has become the very thing that 
you dread on a daily basis? 

Do you find that the very thing that you 
thought God was calling you to do and that 
others affirmed you to do has become the 
source of your anxiety?

Do you feel that life in general, although it 
looks picture perfect on the outside, feels more 
like swimming in thick mud? 

Do you feel like you’re in quicksand? That the 
“real you” is disappearing?  

Then you should probably read on.





When we were infants, life seemed so simple.
You had two major things to accomplish — 

eating and sleeping. 
I guess if we drew a pie char t of our lives it 

would look like this:

EAT

SLEEP

LIFE

Timing is

Everything
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Pretty straightforward, huh? 
But then you grew older and there were other 

things to consider, so life began to look like this:

EAT

LIFE

SLEEP
Study

PLay
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Or, if you were in a crazily education-focused 
society like Singapore — life would probably have 
been more like this:

EAT

LIFE

SLEEP
PLay

Study
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But it was still quite simple and there was usually 
enough time to do most things.

Then we grew older and hit “young adulthood” 
(if there is such a term). We finished studying and 
star ted working. Life began to look a lot more like 
this:

LIFE

SLEEP

EAT work
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Clearly it comes at you like a ton of bricks. It now 
dominates your horizon and it consumes all your 
time (or at least all your productive time). 

And if you are in a “work = the meaning of life” 
society, work is all you can think about. 

But let us assume for a minute that you don’t 
want to work yourself to death, and that you are 
a well-adjusted individual who likes to add a little 
balance to things. Let us assume that the idea of a 
holistic life is something that appeals to you. 

That’s where those unmarked segments of the 
pie char t come in.

Work dominates. But we want to have time for life. 

1. We make time for friends

Friends are important to us; we want a social life. We 
want to socialise, play and have fun, too, not just work 
hard. That’s par t of having balance, isn’t it?

But of course, friends take time. How many times 
do we hear young adults (especially young women) 
lamenting that they don’t see one another as often 
as they used to during their schooling years. It’s a real 
longing, not just a polite thing to say. 

Friends require you to be physically and mentally 
present when you meet with them. There’s no point 
going out with someone only to spend the whole 

Work
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evening replying emails on your slowly-going-out-of-
date Blackberry. 

No, we want real friendships. That’s important. 
But where can we find the time?

2. We make time for family

In Singapore, we have an Asian heritage. Family is 
important. That’s drilled into us from young. And it’s 
not a bad thing. Family is important!

And so not only do we work hard and play hard, 
but we need to “family hard” too.  So we block out a 
few evenings a week to have dinner with our parents 
and immediate family. 

Being filial is not optional, and of course it’s 
something the Bible advocates as well. Whether 
or not our family members are Christians (and 
sometimes especially if they are not Christians), we 
want to carve out time to spend with them. To affirm 
their importance in our lives; to witness to them, 
even. That’s par t of glorifying God, surely. 

3. We make time for our spouse

“Here comes the bride…”

Inevitably, as we enter young adulthood, most of us 
will think about and eventually get married. (The 
statistics are still pretty high.)

Marriage is a glorious thing! Yes, I know some are 
called to be single and it is a gift. But marriage is a 
glorious thing!

Most of us get married and now there’s a spouse 
who wants to spend time with us (God help us if 
they don’t!). 
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Time with our spouse can’t simply be carved out 
with the same frequency as the time we spend with 
our friends. It is priority time. Date nights are a must 
— even more so if we both have busy working lives. 
Marriage is something that doesn’t happen by chance; 
it requires much purposeful time together to grow 
and develop. Therefore, we must…  

Hang on — I’m not going to say any more. You 
go for your church’s pre-marital course please! And if 
you got married without attending one, go for it now!

Yes, our spouses will take up a lot of our time. 
But family is important — especially a new family.

4. We make time for our children

Kids take time. Huge amounts of time and energy 
and money. 

So that means you’ve got to work harder to earn 
more money for them. 

But hang on, if we work harder to get more 
money… that means we’d end up spending less time 
and energy on them, right?

So put them in whole-day childcare I guess? Is 
that the solution?

And if we have more than one kid, they don’t 
just stack up nicely together. Each child requires his/
her own special time. Each one is a valuable person 
created in the image of our Trinitarian God. Each one 
requires your love in a special way. After all, isn’t that 
reflective of the value our Father in heaven places on 
us?

“You’re special!” It’s an old spiel, but it’s true. 
They need to be and feel special too. 
And goodness gracious me, that’s going to take a 

lot of time.
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Work hard, play hard, old family hard, new family 
hard.

5. We make time to upgrade ourselves

A wise man once said, “What isn’t growing is dying.” 
Okay I don’t know which wise man said that but 

it sounds like something that should be placed in the 
category of old wise man phraseology. 

“Value-add”. “Upgrade”. These are possibly the 
key words under lying Singapore’s progressive cul-
ture. 

If you don’t keep moving forward, you’ll be left 
behind. Isn’t that what meritocracy entails?

So after you’ve worked a couple of years, I’m 
sure various people, your boss, or your annoying 
Singaporean conscience (which you may have tried 
to kill if you studied overseas, but realised you’ve 
actually enhanced it in that whole process) keeps 
telling you that you need to improve. 

So what do you do? 
Do you consider taking an MBA? A professional 

accreditation course like ACCA? Or a Real Estate 
Salesperson Course, in case your main job doesn’t 
bring in enough money? Or perhaps to show you are 
really some sor t of uber-Christian, you need to take a 
par t-time theology diploma?

So then, that will take up… What… Two nights 
a week? A night and a Saturday? And that’s just class 
time. What about homework and assignment time??

Work hard, play hard, old family hard, new family 
hard… And we regress back to study hard (with 
echoes of our relatives threatening us in the past 
with vivid depictions of a future in squalor coming 
right back to haunt us). 
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6. We make time to exercise

Eh… Where did this segment come from? Is exercise 
that important?

Well, after spending ridiculous hours at the office, 
taking night classes, going on dates with the spouse, 
eating far too much at your relatives’ homes and at 
business meals... Yes, you will be dying to move that 
body!

So then some of us go for 6 a.m. or midnight 
runs, others go for lunchtime swims or tea-break gym 
sessions. The cleverer amongst us will realise they can 
use their young children as free weights and training 
par tners. 

But we need to exercise otherwise we won’t 
have the mental capacity to deal with everything in 
life up to this point. “The spirit is willing but the flesh 
is weak”, no? (Yes, I know I’ve totally taken that verse 
in a totally irrelevant and utterly heretical direction 
— I’ve just confessed it to Jesus.) 

7. We make time for church

Hello, you’re a Christian, right? So then where does 
this fit in?

Now, this is not some rant about how church 
gets fit in last in our lives and we should dedicate 
more time going to worship services, cell groups and 
serving, etc.

To be honest, church adds to the burden of life, 
doesn’t it? Your pastor will (and this is probably a good 
thing… most times) encourage or shout at you to 
make time for God. (That may not be the best time to 
highlight that God ≠ attending Sunday service). 

But actually yes, I’m a pastor too. So pray tell… 
Why aren’t you in church every Sunday? And 
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attending a small group? And serving in at least 
one (major) ministry? And making time for the less 
for tunate? You’re a Christian, right?

(Pastors can lay on the guilt sometimes, too, can’t 
they?) 

And your Christian conscience (and the Holy 
Spirit too I’m sure) affirms that yes, you should be 
doing these things. Church is important. 

But where is the time…? Where is the energy…? 

Oh, where, oh, where can they be?

So yes, we’ve finished listing out the segments in 
that pie char t. Let’s have a look at it again:
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I can barely fit everything into the pie char t — 
how are you going to make it fit in real life?

Some of us who are ultra-disciplined will manage 
by cutting our sleep down to three to four hours a 
night. Then just maybe we can do all those things. 

But for the rest of us non-superheroes, we just 
double up, don’t we? 

Our time with our kids becomes exercise time 
too.

Our time with our friends involves talking 
business or church. 

Our time with each member of our new family 
just weaves into time spent with the old family, into 
this big mesh called family time. 

If we are determined not to cut any aspect of our 
life out – to live this so-called balanced and holistic 
life, inevitably we don’t give each person or task the 
time and attention they deserve. What can we do? 
There’s no time! They deserve our time, but we have 
none to give.

They’ll understand, right? 
Er… Sorry to say but no, they won’t. This is 

despite the fact that they aren’t able to spend that 
kind of time with you either, yet somehow it’s your 
fault!

Can you feel the tension building?
Now the funny thing about this is that if you do 

well in any of those segments, do you know what 
your reward will be? More of it! 

Do well at work… you get more work.
Do well with your kids… they want to spend 

more time with you.
Visit your parents once a week… they want to 

see you twice a week.
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And so it goes on and on and on…
These are the expectations of an urban Asian 

Christian progressive society:

Work hard, play hard, old family hard, 
new family hard, study hard, exercise 
hard, church hard.

You know… if you try to accomplish all of that, I 
guarantee you will eventually become…

*drum roll*
.

.

.

*tension building*
.

.

.

Bruce Willis.

Get it?

 DIE HARD
But isn’t that what some of you already know and 

feel?

“ .ˮ


